A GPS JAMMER DOESN’T ONLY JAM YOUR OWN GPS

GPS* jammer emissions are never confined to a only small space such as the inside of your car and may have serious consequences.

A GPS jammer blocks in its vicinity the use of GPS* for all services that need it: land, river, air or sea transport, search and rescue services, networks for mobile Internet and phone services and radio and TV broadcasting.

Possessing or using a GPS jammer is a criminal offense, liable to a prison sentence of six months and a 30 000 euros fine.

(articles L33-3-1 and L39-1 of the French Postal and Electronics Communications Code)

* The term «GPS» is used here as a general term for GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems), that is all satellite systems, providing geolocation and time reference services by satellites: GPS, Galileo...